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UP IN SMOKE: EXPLORING THE FIERY
CONNECTION BETWEEN ARSON IN DELAWARE

AND CIGARETTE SMOKING RATE FOR US ADULTS

Christopher Hughes, Aaron Tucker, Gabriel P Tillman

International College

This study ignites an investigation into the searing link between arson rates in Delaware and 
cigarette smoking rates for adults in the United States. Utilizing data from the FBI Criminal Justice 
Information Services and the CDC, our research team uncovered a scorching correlation coefficient 
of 0.9419442 and p < 0.01 for the period spanning 2001 to 2021. In our analysis, we found that 
Delaware's arson rates and the national adult cigarette smoking rates were positively inflamed, 
showcasing a hot correlation that cannot be extinguished. It's as if the Arsonist Association and the 
Tobacco Club were in cahoots all along - what a fire-starting partnership! Our findings spark a fiery 
debate on potential underlying factors fueling this unexpected relationship. Could it be a case of hot-
tempered individuals reaching for a pack of cigarettes after a heated argument? Or perhaps the 
smoldering stress of arson investigations increasing the allure of a smoke break? We aim to kindle 
further research into these burning questions. In conclusion, this flaming correlation between arson 
in Delaware and the smoking habits of US adults raises more questions than answers. As research 
continues to smolder, one thing's for sure - there's clearly a fire hazard when it comes to this 
captivating connection. We mustn't let these findings go up in smoke; the sparks of knowledge must 
be fanned to uncover the truth behind this unconventional pairing.

Gather  around,  all  you  fire  enthusiasts
and smoke aficionados, as we delve into
the  scorching  and  smoldering  world  of
arson rates in Delaware and the cigarette
smoking  habits  of  adults  in  the  United
States.  These  seemingly  unrelated
variables have sparked our curiosity and
set our research ablaze, leading to some
unexpected  and  fiery  findings.  As  we
embark  on  this  incendiary  journey,  let's
not be extinguished by the gravity of our
subject  matter  but  instead  ignite  our
scholarly  spirit  with  a  touch  of  light-
hearted inquiry.

Now, let's not jump to conclusions just yet
-  we're  not  here  to  play  with  fire,  but
rather to shed some light on the shadowy
connection between these two seemingly
unrelated  phenomena.  Just  like  a  good

campfire  story,  this  research  aims  to
illuminate  the  unexplored  corners  of
statistical  relationships  and  uncover  the
smoky truth behind the correlation.

But before we set the stage for our fiery
findings, allow me to spark your interest
with a dad joke to lighten the mood. Did
you hear  about  the  statistician  who  got
too  close  to  the  campfire?  He  got  a
burning desire to calculate the mean and
median  temperatures!  Ah,  statistics
humor - it's a niche, but it's sizzling!

LITERATURE REVIEW

The  existing  literature  on  arson  and
cigarette  smoking  presents  a  complex
web  of  intersecting  factors  and
unexpected  correlations.  Smith,  in  "The
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Fire  Starter's  Guide  to  Crime  Rates,"
highlights  the  socioeconomic  variables
that  contribute to  arson in urban areas,
while Doe, in "Up in Smoke: Exploring the
Cigarette  Culture,"  delves  into  the
cultural  and  individual  influences  on
smoking  behavior.  Meanwhile,  Jones,  in
"Burning Issues: A Comparative Study of
Arson  and  Smoking,"  examines  regional
variances  in  arson  rates  and  smoking
prevalence.

Now, let's not let the fire die down just yet
- we must stoke the flames of inquiry with
a relevant dad joke: Why did the match go
to school? Because it wanted to be a little
bolder! Ok, maybe that was a bit of a slow
burn, but let's keep the spirit alive.

Turning  to  non-fiction  works,  "The
Arsonist" by Sue Miller and "Smoke Gets
in Your Eyes: And Other Lessons from the
Crematory"  by  Caitlin  Doughty  provide
firsthand  accounts  and  societal  insights
related  to  fire-related  incidents  and  the
culture of  smoking.  On the fiction front,
"Catch-22" by Joseph Heller and "Smoke"
by Dan Vyleta offer nuanced portrayals of
societal  norms  and  human  behaviors,
shedding  light  on  the  complexities
underlying the subjects at hand.

And  now,  for  a  literary  masterpiece  of
epic proportions, we turn to the back of
the shampoo bottle for a quick literature
review.  It  appears  that  this  particular
bottle contains a potent blend of coconut
oil  and  silk  proteins,  promising  lustrous
hair and a fragrance that will  leave you
feeling  like  you've  stepped  out  of  a
tropical paradise.  While this may not be
the scholarly source we were hoping for,
it certainly adds a refreshing twist to our
exploration of unexpected connections.

As  we  wrap  up  this  eclectic  literature
review,  it's  clear  that  the  relationship
between arson in Delaware and tobacco
consumption  among  US  adults  is  more
than  just  a  smokescreen.  It's  a  fiery
puzzle  waiting  to  be  solved,  and  we're
eager to throw more fuel on the flames of
knowledge  in  our  quest  for
understanding.

METHODOLOGY

To kindle our investigation, we employed
a variety  of  data  collection and analysis
methods  that  would  make  even
Prometheus  jealous.  Our  research  team
gathered  data  from  the  FBI  Criminal
Justice Information Services and the CDC,
utilizing their  databases like expert  fire-
starters  maneuvering  through  the
labyrinth  of  statistical  information.  We
meticulously  combed  through  the  arson
rates  in  Delaware  and  the  cigarette
smoking  rates  for  US  adults  from  the
years  2001  to  2021,  ensuring  that  our
bonfire  of  data  was  robust  and
representative.

To ensure a comprehensive exploration of
the scorching connection between arson
and smoking, we employed a multifaceted
approach that would make even the most
complex chemical reactions envious. Our
analysis  included  various  statistical
techniques  such  as  correlation  analysis,
regression  modeling,  and  time-series
analysis. We let the numbers interact like
volatile  elements  in  a  high-stakes
chemical  experiment,  hoping  to  spark  a
conflagration of insights.

In  wrangling  the  data,  we  faced
challenges  akin  to  taming  a  wild  and
unpredictable  blaze.  We  employed
rigorous data cleaning and preprocessing
techniques  to  extinguish  any
inconsistencies  or  anomalies,  ensuring
that  the  inferno  of  our  analysis  burned
brightly  with  accuracy  and  precision.
Some may say we were playing with fire,
but we prefer to think of it  as carefully
stoking the flames of truth to illuminate
our findings.
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Now, before we delve into the specifics of
our  statistical  methods,  here's  a  quick
joke to keep the atmosphere light and to
remind  everyone  that  even  serious
research can benefit from a bit of warmth
and humor. Why did the statistician bring
a  ladder  to  the  campfire?  Because  they
wanted  to  reach  the  higher  confidence
levels!  Ah,  statistics  and  s'mores  –  a
perfect mix of precision and playfulness.

In conducting our  analysis,  we explored
the  relationship  between  arson  rates  in
Delaware and the cigarette smoking rates
for  US  adults  using  robust  statistical
measures.  Our  primary  focus  was  to
uncover  any  sparks  of  correlation
between  these  seemingly  disparate
variables  and  to  determine  the  strength
and  direction  of  their  blazing  bond.  We
calculated  Pearson's  correlation
coefficients, embracing the numbers as if
they  were  dancing  flames,  revealing  a
scorching coefficient of 0.9419442 and a
p-value less  than 0.01.  The sparks were
flying,  both  statistically  and
metaphorically!

Additionally, we decamped into the realm
of  regression  analysis  to  assess  the
potential predictive power of arson rates
in Delaware on the smoking behavior of
US  adults.  We  wanted  to  see  if  the
flickering  flames  of  arson  could  predict
the smoky habits of the population. Our
regression  models  were  stoked  with
covariates and variables,  igniting a fiery
display  of  predictive  insights  that
illuminated  the  relationship  between
arson and smoking habits.

Oh,  and  before  we  proceed,  I  mustn't
forget to share one more zesty joke to add
a  touch  of  levity  to  our  methodological
musings. What did the statistician say to
the arson investigator at the bar? "Let's
find  some  common  variables  and  ignite
some correlation!" Please don't extinguish
the humor – science and fun go hand in
hand,  much  like  fire  and  a  cozy  night
outdoors.

Finally,  our  analysis  also  involved  time-
series  investigations  to  observe  the

evolving  patterns  of  arson  rates  in
Delaware  and  the  fluctuations  in  adult
smoking rates over the years. It was like
watching  the  ebb  and  flow  of  a
smoldering  fire,  tracing  the  dance  of
cause  and  effect  over  a  span  of  two
decades.

In  summary,  our  methodology  for
exploring  the  connection  between  arson
in  Delaware  and  the  cigarette  smoking
rates for US adults was like taming a wild
blaze – it required precision, caution, and
a touch of daring. We stoked the flames of
inquiry with statistical prowess, ensuring
our  findings  would  burn  bright  in  the
annals of research history.

RESULTS

The  scorching  correlation  coefficient  of
0.9419442, accompanied by an r-squared
of 0.8872588 and a sizzling p-value of less
than 0.01,  signals a searing relationship
between arson rates in Delaware and the
cigarette  smoking  habits  of  US  adults.
This red-hot correlation indicates that as
one variable  blazes,  so  does the other  -
it's like they're dancing the tango of fiery
statistics! 

Fig. 1 illustrates this flaming correlation
in  a  visually  captivating  scatterplot,
leaving  little  room  for  doubt  about  the
intensity of this relationship. It's a sight to
behold,  like  a  fireworks  display  on  the
Fourth  of  July,  but  with  data  points
instead of exploding pyrotechnics. 

Now, let's not throw caution to the wind
and dismiss these findings as mere flukes.
With a correlation this hot,  it's essential
to  dig  deeper  and  understand  the
underlying  embers  fueling  this
unexpected  phenomenon.   It's  like  we
stumbled upon a statistical bonfire -  the
heat is on, and we're feeling the burn of
curiosity.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Speaking  of  burning  questions,  here's  a
dad joke to keep our spirits high: Why did
the  statistician  bring  a  ladder  to  the
campfire?  Because  they  heard  the  fire
chief saying, "You need a good sample to
get accurate measures!" Oh, the lengths
we go for statistical accuracy!

In all seriousness, these scorching results
set the stage for further inquiry into the
complex  interplay  between  arson  rates
and smoking  behaviors.  While  the exact
mechanisms  driving  this  correlation
remain  shrouded  in  smoky  mystery,  our
findings provide a blazing trail for future
researchers  to  follow.  This  discovery
might just be the spark that ignites a new
era  of  interdisciplinary  investigation,
blending the heat of criminology with the
smoke of public health.

As  we  extinguish  the  flames  of  this
section,  remember  -  while  these  results
may be red-hot,  the journey of scientific
inquiry is far from over. Let's keep the fire
burning  and  continue  to  unravel  the
captivating relationship between arson in
Delaware and the smoking habits  of  US
adults.

DISCUSSION

Our  scorching  findings  have  ignited  a
flame of discussion in the exploration of
the  connection  between  arson  in
Delaware and the cigarette smoking rate
for  US  adults.  Our  results  not  only
confirm  but  intensify  the  flaming
relationship between these two seemingly

disparate  variables,  validating  prior
research that hinted at a fiery correlation.
Just  like  a  well-crafted  pun,  this
connection is unexpected but undeniably
compelling.

As we delve into the smoky depths of this
discussion,  it's  worth  revisiting  some  of
the more lighthearted elements from the
literature  review  to  underscore  the
gravity  of  our  findings.  The  research  of
Smith,  in  "The  Fire  Starter's  Guide  to
Crime Rates," and Doe, in "Up in Smoke:
Exploring  the  Cigarette  Culture,"
provided  kindling  for  our  investigation.
Meanwhile, Jones's comparative study of
arson  and  smoking  reminded  us  of  the
regional  nuances  in  these  fire-related
phenomena.  It's  as  if  these  prior  works
were the glowing embers that  led us to
this illuminating discovery.

The  correlation  coefficient  resembling  a
blazing  inferno,  combined  with  the
visually  captivating scatterplot  akin to  a
fireworks  display  of  data  points,  leaves
little  doubt  about  the  sizzling  nature  of
this  relationship.  It's  like  the  statistical
equivalent  of  watching a bonfire from a
safe distance – mesmerizing,  yet  hinting
at  a  more  complex  combustion  process
underneath. 

Now, for a quick break from the inferno of
statistics, as promised, here's a dad joke
to keep the flames of  humor alive:  Why
don't scientists trust atoms? Because they
make up  everything!  Trust  us,  this  is  a
lighter  moment  amidst  the  heat  of  our
discussion, and we couldn't resist adding
a bit of elemental humor.

In all seriousness, the intense correlation
we've  observed  beckons  further  inquiry
into  the  underlying  forces  fueling  this
unexpected relationship. It's like trying to
understand  the  chemistry  behind  a
surprising  chemical  reaction  –  we're
eager to uncover the reactive elements at
play. With the right mix of curiosity and
rigor, we might just unravel the molecular
structure of this intriguing connection.

In  conclusion,  the  inferno  of  statistical
evidence  we've  uncovered  is  only  the
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beginning  of  our  exploration.  It's  like
we've stumbled upon a dazzling fireworks
show,  and  we're  just  starting  to
comprehend  the  science  behind  the
spectacle.  As  we  bid  adieu  to  the
discussion,  remember  –  just  as  a  fire
needs  oxygen  to  keep  burning,  our
research calls for ongoing investigation to
stoke  the  flames  of  knowledge  on  this
captivating correlation.

CONCLUSION

Well, folks, it looks like we've unearthed a
rather  fiery  revelation  here  -  the
connection  between  arson  rates  in
Delaware and the smoking habits  of  US
adults  is  hotter  than  a  jalapeño  pepper
eating contest! Our scorching correlation
coefficient  of  0.9419442  has  left  us
feeling the burn in the best way possible,
shattering any doubts about the intensity
of this relationship. It's as undeniable as
the  fact  that  you  can't  have  the  fire
department without a little spark.

Now,  before  we  let  this  topic  go  up  in
smoke, let's take a moment to appreciate
the heat we've uncovered. It's like finding
out  that  smoke  alarms  are  hot
commodities  in  a  fire  station  -  these
findings are on fire, folks! But let's not get
burned  out  just  yet  -  this  is  just  the
beginning of our sizzling exploration into
the  world  of  unexpected  statistical
connections.

As we wrap up this section, I can't resist
leaving  you  with  one  last  dad  joke  to
extinguish  any  remaining  seriousness.
Why  did  the  statistician  bring  a  smoke
machine  to  the  campfire?  Because  they
wanted to create a smokin' hot confidence
interval!  Sometimes,  statistical  humor is
like  a  slow-burning  ember  -  it  takes  a
moment, but then it really catches on.

In conclusion, it's clear that the sparks of
knowledge we've uncovered in this study
are  too  bright  to  ignore.  No  more
research is needed on this topic - it's time
to let this fiery connection light the way
for future investigations. And remember,

in  the  world  of  research,  where  there's
smoke,  there's  always  a  statistical  fire
burning bright.
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